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Introduction
One of the perhaps less well-recognized consequences of the substantial
increase in oil revenues available to Nigeria since 1973 is that the country has
developed a strong appetite for privately supplied foreign project investment,
of both the equity and the debt varieties. In view of the resultant probable
future increase in lending, and hence in secured lending, to Nigerian entities,
it is prudent to examine certain aspects of secured lending in Nigeria that are
likely to be unfamiliar to foreign lenders.
A close analysis of legal aspects of the Nigerian secured lending environ-
ment is also instructive in that it sheds light on a number of other problems
which foreign lenders are likely to encounter in numerous other less devel-
oped countries (LDCs). Such problems would include, in particular, those
associated with: (1) indigenization legislation such as the Nigerian En-
terprises Promotion Act, 1977,' (2) remittance-limiting statutes such as the
Exchange Control Act, 1962,2 and (3) the interaction of English land law
principles with customary land tenure principles and statutory enactments
such as the Land Use Decree, 1978.2 In the discussion below, these and simi-
lar issues will be discussed under the headings Borrower Status, Loan Status,
and Collateral Status.
I. The Economic Expansion, or, "The More Earned,
the More Borrowed"
The expansion that has overtaken the economy of Nigeria since the first
significant OPEC oil price increase in October 1973 has indeed been prodi-
gious.
*Mr. Keesee is an attorney in Washington, D.C. The author acknowledges with gratitude the
assistance rendered in the preparation of this article by E. Florman, Esq., and Lic. M.P.
Casimiro.
'Law No. 3, LAWS OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA [L.F.R.N.] A17 (1977).
'Law No. 16, L.F.R.N. A51 (1962).
'Decree No. 6, 1978; Federal Republic of Nigeria, OFFICIAL GAZETTE, March 29, 1978 A47
[hereinafter cited as Decree No. 6]. English principles are reflected, for example, in Nigerian
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Until the price of oil took off in 1973, [noted one commentator], the Nigerian
economy was just emerging from the traditional West African reliance on cocoa,
timber and a few other exports, backed up by subsistence agriculture. Then. . .the
value of exports leaped from $2.2 billion in 1972 to $9.7 billion in 1974; the follow-
ing year it fell back to $8.3 billion, then recovered in 1976 to over $10 billion, and in
1977 to $12 billion.-
Despite this impressive record, an ambitious Five Year Plan initiated in
1975 has seriously eroded Nigeria's foreign exchange position:
Although Nigeria's international reserves were still a comfortable $4.26 billion at
end-1977, they were down by $1 billion from the end-1976 figure. The picture
worsened in 1978 until by the end of the third quarter they were down to $1.5 billion
(barely enough to cover one to two months' imports).'
While Nigeria (population 79.8 million)6 achieved for fiscal 1979 (ended
March 1979) the first balance of payments surplus in several years,' the Gov-
ernment of Nigeria (GON) has stated that the surplus is to be utilized almost
exclusively to increase foreign exchange reserves from the $1.5 billion (U.S.)
level of December 1978 to at least the $3.25 billion level.'
The principal result of this diversion of oil surplus revenues into exchange
reserves has been to create shortfalls in funds available for developmental
programs and to create, as a result, substantial demand within Nigeria for
private source development capital.
In an April 1979 message accompanying introduction of the fiscal 1980
budget, the Nigerian Commissioner of Commerce announced a series of
measures designed to enhance the ability of local Nigerian banks to fund
these programs. Cash reserve requirements were halved, and the requirement
that bank funds had to be partially invested in GON "stabilization securi-
ties" 9 was phased out.
The financing requirements of the 1975-1980 Five Year Plan historically
have absorbed, and probably will continue to absorb, a substantial propor-
tion of local bank liquidity. The Plan, as revised in 1977, called for a total of
36.5 billion naira in expenditures, of which 26.5 billion naira were to be
supplied by the public sector, with the private sector to provide the balance.
Of the public portion, 12.5 billion naira were to be provided by budget sur-
pluses; 2.0 billion naira was to be raised by borrowing in the international
mortgage debenture and conveyancing provisions.
'Nigeria-Africa's Economic Giant, 32-3 (Bus. INT'L 1979).
VId. at 33.
'DEP'T OF STATE, BACKGROUND NOTES: NIGERIA 1 (1977).
'Nigerians Hail Rise in Oil Price, N.Y. Times, Apr. 21, 1979, at 29, col. 3 (late city ed.).
'Central Bank of Nigeria source.
'MINISTRY OF FINANCE, REGULATIONS REGARDING BANKING OPERATION AND DOMESTIC TAX-
ATION (Apr. 2, 1979).
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markets, 5.0 billion naira was "unfunded," and fully 7.0 billion naira was to
be raised "domestically, mostly from the banking systems. '"'
The effect of GON borrowing in the local bank market during fiscal 1978
was that although "commercial banks financed only 31 percent of the Fed-
eral Government's net borrowings from the banking system, . . . during the
year, the commercial banks' liquidity was substantially reduced . .. [with
their] cash ratio [falling] to 13 percent as against 20 percent at the beginning
of the year."" In large part because of this liquidity problem, domestic banks
in fiscal 1978 and 1979 reached their lending limits by the end of the first half
of each year.' 2
The inability of Nigeria to fund its development program without infu-
sions of foreign capital was recognized as early as 1977. In introducing the
federal budget for the fiscal year beginning April 1 of that year, "the govern-
ment publicly confirmed that it would return to a large-scale internal and
external borrowing to finance development."' 3 Similarly, a World Bank
study issued in late 1977 analyzed official Nigerian borrowing needs for the
1978, 1979 and 1980 fiscal years and concluded that ". . . the net inflow
required to finance projected Federal government deficits would be very
large even under drastic expenditure reduction assumptions."'"
Further evidence of Nigeria's urgent need for external financing came in
January 1978, when a multi-currency credit facility was executed in London
under which the equivalent of $1 billion (U.S.) was made available to Nigeria
by a consortium of United States and European banks.'" A second facility
agreement providing the equivalent of an additional $750 million was signed
on November 30, 1978.6
In mid-1978 an International Monetary Fund (IMF) report stated that:
[In] 1978 capital account transactions will increase in importance, largely as a result
of substantial medium-term external borrowing by the Federal Government....
The net capital inflow of the government sector (Federal Government) in 1978 is
... estimated at about N. 1.3 billion (SDR 1.7 billion). Private capital inflows in
1978 are likely to remain at the 1977 level, so that the capital account is projected to
show a net inflow of N. 1.6 billion (SDR 2 billion) in 1978.'"
'"INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, NIGERIA-RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS 21-22
(working paper dated Aug. 28, 1978) [hereinafter cited as IMF Working Paper]; see also COM-
MERCE AMERICA, April 24, 1978, at 18.
"Id.at 49.
'"Materials in author's files.
"COMMERCE AMERICA, Aug. I, 1977 at 45.
4WORLD BANK, NIGERIA: RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS AND SHORT TERM PROSPECTS 20
(1977).
"See, e.g., The Ecstasy, Then the Agony Over Nigeria's 'I Billion Loan,' EUROMONEY, Nov.
1977, at 50.
"See, e.g., The Extraordinary Nigerian Jumbo, EUROMONEY, Nov. 1978, at 10.
"IMF Working Paper, supra note 10 at 59.
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Finally, in February 1979, Deutsche Bank Compagnie Financiere an-
nounced that Nigeria had reached an agreement with a consortium of Ger-
man and Austrian banks for a loan of $405 million for the financing of the
Warri Steel Mill complex, with an agreement in principle for an additional
$702 million Warri loan.' 8
The inability of the Nigerian federal government to finance its develop-
mental budget out of its oil surpluses has significant implications for foreign
private sector lenders in terms of increased opportunities for loans to private
sector borrowers in Nigeria. As recently as 1975, foreign commercial bank
loans to private sector Nigerian borrowers were denied approval by the Ni-
gerian Ministry of Finance on the ground that sufficient funds were available
from within Nigeria to meet project needs,' 9 but now there is a distinct need
for private sources of financing for Nigerian projects. One example of the
"drying up" of public sector funds for project financing was the elimination,
as part of fiscal 1979's austerity program, of all federal government support
for housing construction projects, which are financed now solely by state
governments and the private sector."
Financing problems notwithstanding, the opportunities for project financ-
ing continue to grow:
The government has recognized that it desparately [sic] needs foreign investment in
manufacturing as well as in the agricultural sector. Fortunately, despite its ups and
downs, Nigeria has been able to convince a fair number of foreign companies over
the years that it has the potential to provide a lucrative return. Four new plants for
the production of transport vehicles are under construction ... The government
also plans to spend $1.6 billion on a huge irrigation scheme in the country's north-
west region.
Although the pace slowed with the onset of the recession, investment in Nigeria
continues to grow. And profits, in many cases, continue to be extraordinary...
More than twenty large American corporations are currently considering invest-
ments in Nigerian projects, including Rockwell International and General Electric.
And representatives of more than 100 companies from around the world have vis-
ited Nigeria in the past year for special trade fairs and talks.'
As noted, it would appear probable that any increase in foreign-sourced
private sector project loans will imply an increase in loans that are secured by
fixed assets rather than by government guarantees.
II. Borrower Status
With respect to borrower status, the primary statute of reference is the
Companies Act, 1968.22 Sections 368-370 of that law state that any entity not
"Nigeria Negotiates Loan for About $405 Million, Wall St. J., Feb. 23, 1979, at 27, col. 3.
'"Documents in author's files relating to application for approval of offshore financing for
Nigeria-based shipping company.
"COMMERCE AMERICA, April 24, 1978, at 24.
" Why the Spending Stopped in Nigeria, FORTUNE, July 16, 1979, at 151.
"Law No. 51, Laws of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (L.F.R.N.) A191 (1968) [hereinafter
cited as the Companies Act].
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incorporated in Nigeria which seeks to initiate and to "continue to carry
on" 23 business in Nigeria must register as prescribed by section 7 of the Com-
panies Act. Only companies covered by the Companies (Special Provisions)
Decree, 19734 are exempt from section 369 registration requirements. Those
exempted are:
(a) foreign companies invited to Nigeria by or with the approval of the Federal
Military Government to execute specific projects, or(b) foreign companies which are in Nigeria for the execution of specific loan proj-
ects on behalf of donor countries or international organizations, or(c) foreign government-owned companies engaged solely in export promotion ac-
tivities, or
(d) engineering consultants and technical experts engaged on specialist projects
under contracts with any of the governments in the Federation or of any of their
agencies or with any body or person where such contracts have been approved
by the Federal Military Government.2"
The requirements of Part I of the Companies Act with respect to incor-
poration procedures also must have been duly complied with by the bor-
rower.
From the lender's point of view, the second major requirement with which
borrower compliance should be verified is the Nigerian Enterprises Promo-
tion Decree, 1977." The most prominent feature of the Decree is its require-
ment that certain types of business enterprises be exclusively owned by Nige-
rian "citizens or associations" and that certain businesses be at least 40
percent, and in some cases, 60 percent, Nigerian owned. 7 There are a number
of other provisions of the 1977 Decree which have received less attention than
the above mentioned "Nigerianization" requirement but which must also be
complied with by a prospective borrower.
If, pursuant to sections 4, 5 or 6 of the Decree, shares of the borrower have
been transferred to Nigerian citizens or associations, the transfer must have
been approved by the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Board established by
section 1(1) of the Decree"' and the terms of the transfer approved by the
Capital Issues Commission.29 Moreover, the Decree provides that:
Where, on or after the appointed day, any alien continues to be owner or part owner
of any enterprise in contravention of section 4 of this Decree, it shall be lawful for
the Board...
(a) to take over, sell or otherwise dispose of the enterprise ....
2 1d., § 369(2).
24Decree No. 19, L.F.R.N. A487 (1973).
"Id., § 1.
"See note 1, supra for citation [hereinafter cited as Decree No. 3].
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Finally, it is also provided that:
[iut shall not be lawful for any Nigerian citizen or association to employ, whether on
full time or part time basis, any alien for the operation of any enterprise previously
owned wholly or partly by that alien which the alien has disposed of pursuant to the
provisions of this Decree, except with the prior approval of the Federal Commis-
sioner for Internal Affairs after consultation with the Board."
Consequently, matters of "hold-over" non-Nigerian ownership and em-
ployment should be closely reviewed by lender's counsel.
Conclusive evidence of borrower compliance with all requirements of the
1977 Decree is production of the "Compliance Certificate" issued by the
Enterprises Promotion Board (NEPB Compliance Certificate).
On the positive side, section 7(2).of the 1977 Decree exempts from the
foregoing indigenization requirement "any non-trading holding company
the subsidiaries of which have in respect of the applicable enterprises by the
appointed date, complied with the provisions of [the 1977 Decree]." This
provision would allow a lender the option of lending to a foreign-owned
entity which, were that entity's Nigerian subsidiaries in compliance with the
1977 Decree, was not itself subject to indigenization, an approach which
could be advantageous in terms of risk spreading even if the loan were in fact
to be flowed through to a single subsidiary.
There are a number of other approvals required for borrower operation in
Nigeria, procurement of which should be verified by lender's counsel to pre-
clude possible disruption of borrower operations and resultant adverse im-
pact on borrower payback capability. If the project is being carried out by a
company with partial foreign ownership, the lender must confirm that the
borrower has, pursuant to section 8 of the Immigration Act, 1963 and Rule 3
of the Immigration Regulations, 1963, procured from the Business Affairs
Division of the Ministry of Internal Affairs permission to establish a business
in Nigeria." All enterprises, whether foreign-owned or not, must have per-
mission from the same authority to employ expatriates in Nigeria. Where
appropriate, application for a grant of import duty relief from the Ministry
of Industries also should be verified.
If the financing is to pay for construction in connection with the establish-
ment or expansion of a project, rather than for working capital, other ap-
provals must be verified. For example, a recent loan intended to finance the
expansion of an agribusiness project in eastern Nigeria necessitated, in addi-
tion to building permits, the procurement of the approval of
(1) the Ministry of Internal Affairs for an expanded expatriate quota;"
(2) the Chief Federal Immigration Officer for additional residence visas;
Id., § 17(2).
"Law No. 6, L.F.R.N. All § 8(l)(b) (1963).
"Id., § 8.
"Id., § 9.
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(3) the Department of Customs and Excise for "approved wharf status"
for a river off-loading facility proposed to be expanded to meet project
needs;35
(4) the Nigeria Ports Authority, since the project site lay within an area
designated a "port" even though it was on a river 600 miles inland
from the coast;16 and
(5) the Town and Country Planning Authority of the state in which the
project was located. 7
III. Loan Status
Having confirmed borrower compliance with the foregoing requirements
and procurement of the approvals referred to, lender's counsel's next task is
to establish that the loan itself is in compliance with all applicable require-
ments.
Perhaps the major requirements of which the lender should be aware are
those set forth in sections 7 and 8(1) of the Exchange Control Act, 1962,
which state, respectively:
7. Except with the permission of the Minister, no person shall do any of the follow-
ing things in Nigeria...
(a) make any payment to or for the credit of a person resident outside Nigeria;
or
(c) make any payment whatsoever in respect of any loan, bank overdraft or
other credit facilities outside Nigeria; ...
8. (1) Subject to the provisions of this section, no person resident in Nigeria shall,
without the permission of the Minister, make any payment outside Nigeria to or
for the credit of a person resident outside Nigeria, or take or accept any loan,
bank overdraft or other credit facilities.
The "permission of the Minister" referred to in sections 7 and 8, above, is
evidence by a certificate of "Approved Status" which is granted by the Min-
istry of Finance.
Guidelines" recently issued by the Ministry state that applications for Ap-
proved Status, together with all supporting documents, are to be submitted to
the Private Sector Section of the Exchange Control Division, which section
deals with applications from all registered and incorporated companies, all
partnerships and all private individuals.
The Guidelines emphasize that satisfaction of all prerequisite conditions
does not mean that "Approved Status" will "automatically" be granted,
and that the Ministry will in the final analysis be guided by the governmental
"Section 42(a), Ports Act, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria and Lagos (L.F.N.L.)(1958).361d. at 2953 (Cap. 155); See especially Part 11, "Declaration of Ports," and Part VII, "Regu-
lation of Ports."
"Section 4, Buildings Adoptive Bylaws, Cap. 134 ("Public Health"), L.F.N.L.
"Federal Ministry of Finance, Exchange Control Division, Lagos; August 27, 1979.
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fiscal policies in force, and the foreign exchange reserve situation obtaining,
at the time the application is completed.
Approval is granted in two "tranches," "Approved Status in Principle"
and "Final Approved Status." The former is granted to enable the lender and
borrower to move ahead with the importation of the capital investment with a
reasonable certainty that it will ultimately be accorded final approval, and
hence a preferred repatriation position; the latter is granted only after the
capital actually has been imported and its amount and use have been verified.
The Guidelines specify that applications for the grant of approved status in
principle must be accompanied by the following documents:
(a) a photo copy of the certificate of registration of the borrower company;
(b) a copy of the borrower's Memorandum and Articles of Association;
(c) a copy of the Ministry Internal Affairs "Permission to Conduct Business"
certificate;3"
(d) two completed copies of the Exchange Control Division questionnaire;" ° and
(e) evidence that the ownership percentage allowed non-residents in the NEPB
business schedule is not being exceeded.
Advice of Nigerian counsel is that the applicant must present, in addition
to the foregoing material, a copy of the NEPB Compliance Certificate and a
copy of the loan agreement or other instrument as evidence of the availability
of the investment and of its terms.
Approval procurement generally takes two to three months. Nigerian
counsel recommend that the loan agreement which is submitted in connection
with the "approved status" application only be initialled, not executed, as to
do the latter would imply a final determination of loan terms by the parties
concerned that would suggest a lack of appreciation of the Ministry of
Finance's prerogatives. Further, it is recommended that portions of the
agreement which are not central to its terms of payment, e.g., the definitions
section, be relegated to an appendix in order to shorten the document and
increase the likelihood of its being promptly read and passed upon by Finance
Ministry officials.
If "Approved Status in Principle" constitutes authority for the lender to
make, and for the borrower to accept, the loan, "Final Approved Status"
constitutes approval to repatriate the principal amount of the loan.
"Final Approved Status" is granted after the investment has been im-
ported. Applications must be accompanied by the following documents:
(a) to the extent the investment is being made in cash, written evidence from the
Central Bank of Nigeria that the investment has been received in Nigeria; and
(b) to the extent the investment is being made in kind, original copies of the Cus-
"Law No. 6, note 32 supra.
'See Appendix A.
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toms Bills of Entry and a Federal Ministry of Industries' certificate of valuation
of the machinery."
In addition, application for approval of a loan agreement must be sup-
ported by the submission of two copies of a feasibility study and cash flow
projection showing profitability as a result of the loan and ability to repay.
When "Final Approved Status" has been granted, the loan should be reg-
istered with the Central Bank, by the borrower and the depository commer-
cial bank jointly, to the extent that the loan proceeds are cash; and by the
borrower to the extent that the proceeds are in kind.
Beyond the procurement of "Approved Status" for the loan, the lender
also should be aware of certain regulations related to interest payments. Ex-
change Control Division regulations' require that any repatriation of in-
terest by the borrower must receive Central Bank approval even if"approved
status" already has been obtained for the loan. To obtain such interest remit-
tance approval, the Central Bank of Nigeria must be provided with evidence
(1) that the loan has been registered with the Bank and (2) that it has been
accorded "approved status" by the Ministry.
Additionally, it is not absolutely clear that interest payments to nonresi-
dent lenders will be exempt from withholding tax for the life of the loan.
Section 8 of the Companies Income Tax Decree, 1979"' states that:
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Decree, the tax shall, for each year of assess-
ment, be payable at the rate specified in section 28 upon the profits of any
company accruing in, derived from, brought into, or received in, Nigeria, in
respect of -
(c) dividends, interest, discounts, charges or annuities;
"The certificate is issued pursuant to the Industrial Inspectorate Law, L.F.R.N. A225 §§ 2&3
(1970), which provides in pertinent part:
2. (1) It shall be the duty of the division generally to carry out investigations into any
proposed, new and existing undertaking involving any proposed capital expenditure, and in
particular, for the purposes of determining the investment valuation of the undertaking, that
is-
(a) the actual capital (whether foreign or local) employed or proposed to be employed in the
undertaking;
(b) the actual valuation of buildings, plants and other machinery employed or proposed to
be employed in the undertaking and any addition thereto.
3.
(3) On being satisfied with the investment valuation as determined pursuant to the foregoing
provisions of this Decree, the Director shall prepare and foward to the person carrying on the
undertaking a certificate of acceptance which shall be in the form specified in Schedule I to
this Decree.
"Federal Ministry of Finance, Exchange Control Division, Lagos.
"Decree No. 28, 1979; 66 OFFICIAL GAZETTE A217 (Supp. to No. 33) (July, 1979).
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Section 9(6) goes on to provide an exemption to the section 8 levy:
Interest payable on any foreign loan granted on or after 1st April 1978 shall be
exempted from tax as prescribed in Table I in Schedule 3 to this Decree.
Table I, Schedule 3, in turn specifies as follows:




MORATORIUM GRACE PERIOD ALLOWED
(in Percent)
Above 7 years Not less than 2 years 100
5-7 years Not less than 18 months 70
2-4 years Not less than 12 months 40
Below 2 years Nil Nil
An element of uncertainty is introduced into this exemption, however, by
section 9(4) which states:
The Federal Executive Council may by order direct that no exemption or tax relief
shall be made or granted under this section in respect of any foreign loan specified in
the order or, if any such exemption or relief has been granted or made, that it shall
be withdrawn.
A foreign lender should thus require as a condition precedent to disburse-
ment of funds a letter from the Inland Revenue Department stating that the
section 9(6) exemption (assuming it has been granted) will not be revoked
until all amounts due pursuant to the terms of the loan agreement have been
repaid in full.
Three additional complications that relate to the interest exemption also
should be noted. First, Finance Ministry officials have been known to allege
that the phrase "repayment period including moratorium" means (because
of the reference to a "moratorium") a period during which only interest
could be paid, with no principal due until after the expiration of the period.
This interpretation is reported to have arisen from ambiguities inherent in the
language of section 9(1) which, provides an exemption for all foreign loans
• exceeding the equivalent of 150,000 naira "repayable" in not less than ten
years. "Repayable" allegedly has in the past been taken to mean "repayable
in any amount" so that a single principal payment prior to the tenth anniver-
sary would void the section 9(1) exemption.
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For purposes of the section 9(6) exemption, however, senior Ministry offi-
cials have confirmed, and presumably upon request will continue to confirm,
that the authoritative and correct interpretation of the exemption clause is
that which would be expected from the usual meanings of the terms em-
ployed, i.e., that principal may be repaid over the full term of the post-grace
period repayment period. The Inland Revenue letter referred to above, of
course, would formalize this interpretation.
In addition, the foreign lender should be aware of, and prepared psycho-
logically and legally for, the fact that, with or without a Department letter,
the Department may demand tax on interest repatriations as officials change
and files are mislaid. With a Department exemption letter such requests
should be susceptible to quick and favorable disposition. Without a letter,
such requests can result in protracted negotiation and repayment delays.
Strictly speaking, the exemption letter could be declared invalid by the De-
partment, but nevertheless it should at a minimum provide the lender with the
basis for a strong response in litigation should an attempt at tax imposition be
made.
Finally, secured lenders should be aware that the Exchange Control Act
also applies to insurance proceeds. Section 22(1) provides:
[e]xcept with the permission of the Minister no person resident in Nigeria shall
transfer to a person resident outside Nigeria, or who is a nominee for a person
resident outside Nigeria, any right to the sums accrued by any policy of assur-
ance. ...
The effect of the Exchange Control Act sections bearing on loan repay-
ment and proceeds repatriation is somewhat mitigated by the terms of section
4(1) of the Third Schedule to the Act which states that:
In any proceedings in a prescribed court and in any arbitration proceedings, a claim
for the recovery of any debt shall not be defeated by reason only of the debt not
being payable without the permission of the Minister and of that permission not
having been given or having been revoked.
To avoid unnecessary delays, however, it is advisable to obtain Ministry
approval with respect to repatriation of both loan repayments and insurance
proceeds.
IV. Collateral Status
Assuming that the status of the borrower and of the loan have been veri-
fied, the lender's final concern, from the point of view of pre-disbursement
legal arrangements, is for the status of its collateral. This is perhaps the most
difficult and unfamiliar area of Nigerian law with which a foreign-based
lender must contend.
Two secured lending devices frequently used by local banks in Nigeria are
the "lease" and the "bill of sale." In the former, the bank holds title to the
collateral and leases it to the "borrower," receiving what are characterized as
"rental payments" rather than interest income. This device is utilized pri-
marily as a means of evading Central Bank-imposed credit expansion ceil-
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ings-reduced, for example, from 40 percent for fiscal year 1978 to 30 per-
cent for fiscal year 1979 because, as stated by the Central Bank, "rates of
increase in money supply and price levels during [1978] slowed only margin-
ally and . . . remain [ . . unacceptably high." 4
The bill of sale technique consists of the borrower's delivering to the lender
a bill of sale conveying title to the collateral, together with a letter agreement
stating that the bill is to be returned to the borrower when the loan is repaid.
Pursuant to section 3(1) of the Bills of Sale Law45 the term "bill of sale"
includes "bills of sale, assignments, transfers, declarations of trust without
transfer, . . . authorities or licenses (business) to take possession of personal
chattels as security for any debt, and . . . any agreement . . . by which a right
in equity to any personal chattels or to any charge or security thereon shall be
conferred."
Section 5 states that "[e]very bill of sale other than a bill of sale to which
Part 3 applies shall be duly attested and registered within seven days after the
making or giving thereof . . . otherwise such bill of sale as against all trustees
or assignees [of the grantor] . . . is void under any written law relating to
bankruptcy or liquidation or under any assignment for the benefit of the
creditors of such person and also as against all sheriffs, officers and other
persons."
The bill is effective only as to chattels specifically listed on the schedule
attached thereto,4 6 and in order to be valid must be attested by at least one
nonparty witness and registered at the appropriate state registry within seven
days after its execution. 7 The chattels may be seized by the lender only in the
event of the borrower's default in payment, bankruptcy or distraint, fraudu-
lent removal of the chattels, or failure to produce rent or tax receipts, or if
execution has been levied against the borrower's property under any judg-
ment at law. 8 Seized chattels may not be removed or sold by the lender until
at least five days after the date of seizure. 9 Bills rank in order of date of
registration," ° and their registrations must be renewed once at least every five
years, failing which they become null and void.'
The bill of sale device is used primarily to secure relatively small loans; its
advantage to the lender is that no foreclosure is required in order to acquire
full title (and hence residual value, as well as the balance due on the loan) to
the chattels.
"Monetary Policy Circular No. 10, "Central Bank Guidelines for 1978/79," 1 (1979).
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Where the loan funds from foreign sources are for working capital, con-
struction costs, receivables and inventory financing, as well as for the pur-
chase of specified items of machinery and equipment, the lease and bill-of-
sale methods are of limited utility. Rather, the foreign lender's primary
security device will be the "debenture mortgage." This instrument usually is
composed of three elements: a debenture imposing a "floating" charge on all
the borrower's assets, immovable and otherwise; a "mortgage" or "trust
deed" imposing a fixed charge on immovable assets; and provisions stating
the loan terms and appointing and defining the powers of a trustee who will
act for the lender.
The combined debenture mortgage covers all fixed assets of the borrower
including real estate and after-acquired assets, and except for its coverage of
real estate, is virtually identical to the lien on thefonds de commerce known'
to French and other civil law jurisdictions. 2 The debenture mortgage typi-
cally is drafted in two documents. 3 The first, commonly referred to as the
"debenture," contains the promise of the borrower to pay the sum owed and
a clause charging all of its property, movable and immovable, present and
future, including its uncalled capital, with a "floating lien" in respect of such
payments. The debenture typically will have annexed to it certain "endorsed
conditions," including covenants by the borrower to redeem the debenture
and keep a register of debenture holders, and specifications that any transfer
of the debenture must be in writing and that the principal and interest will be
paid to transferees subject to any defenses (or "equities") which the bor-
rower had against the debenture holder. Trustee powers will also be specified.
The second documentary component of the debenture mortgage is gener-
ally a "trust deed." This will reiterate the obligation of the borrower to pay
the loan, place a "fixed" charge on the freehold and leasehold property of
the borrower, and make reference to the equitable, or "floating" charge
placed on all of the other property of the borrower. It will further specify
certain circumstances under which the deed will become enforceable (typi-
cally, payment default, winding-up, appointment of a receiver), designate a
trustee, and provide for the exercise by the trustee of certain powers including
the taking of possession of the charged property, conduct of the debtor busi-
ness, sale of the charged property and appointment of a receiver when the
deed becomes enforceable.
Both components of the debenture are registered in the federal Companies
Register,5" and a copy of the trust deed is also registered at the appropriate
state mortgage registry. 5 Priority of the floating charge is as of the date of
'
2For a discussion of this civil law lien see, e.g., AMOS & WALTON, INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH
LAW 343 (3d ed. 1971).
"For a detailed description of debenture law and a sample form of debenture and trust deed,
see OROJo, NIGERIAN COMPANY LAW AND PRACTICE, ch. 12 (1976) [hereinafter cited as OROJO].
"Companies Act, §§ 94(2) & I(f).
"Id. § 94(3).
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Companies Register registration, and priority of the fixed charge is as of the
date of Mortgage Register registration.
The charged, or mortgaged, immovable assets cannot be sold or encum-
bered during the term of the mortgage, unless the deed allows such sale or
encumbrance, in which case either transaction would be subject to the prior
lien of the fixed charge. In a winding-up, the debenture holder is deemed to be
a secured creditor with respect to the charged immovable assets. Movables,
on the other hand, can be sold, leased or encumbered without restriction
because the "floating" charge does not attach to the non-mortgaged, mov-
able property until a circumstance of enforceability as stated in the debenture
has occurred.
Unless the debenture specifically authorizes otherwise, no second floating
charge can be created over the same property. Legal and equitable
mortgages, however, can be created with respect to immovable property sub-
ject to a prior-in-time floating charge and will have priority over the floating
charge even if specific authorization for creation of such fixed charges is
absent from the debenture. Moreover, and more critical from the lender's
point of view, even if the debenture specifically bars creation of senior fixed
charges, such charges will retain their priority unless care is taken to insure
that when the debenture is registered at the Companies Register, specific
mention is made in the registral notation of the senior fixed charge prohibi-
tion. 6
Debenture priorities with respect to general creditors are strong. Case law
has established, for example, that a receiver appointed pursuant to the terms
of a debenture "on behalf of a company's debenture holders is entitled to
take possession of all assets compromised in their security [and] his right
prevails over that of a judgment creditor who has taken goods in execution
but not actually sold them."" Also, under case law, "a liquidator [in bank-
ruptcy] cannot deal with assets with which a receiver [appointed under
powers specified in a debenture] is entitled to deal in the normal way unless
there is a special court order and, generally speaking, a receiver will always be
appointed [e.g., by the court] if there is a right to have one appointed. . .. '"'
Assuming proper registration of the deed with a prohibition against the
creation of senior fixed charges, the floating charge, prior to the time it
becomes fixed, will be subject only to: (1) the rights of an executing creditor
where the goods are sold, payment is made to avoid sale, or the creditor holds
"
6L. GOWER, THE PRINCIPLES OF MODERN COMPANY LAW 422-23 (3d ed. 1969).
"Mandilas and Karaberlis Ltd. v. Anglo Canadian Cement Company, Ltd., exparte Manage-
ment Enterprises, Ltd., Judgment of June 5, 1967, High Court of Lagos, Lagos, [1967(1)] Al I
N.L.R. Comm. 42, 44.
"Missini v. Balogun, Judgment of November 7, 1968, Supreme Court of Lagos, Lagos
11968(1)] All N.L.R. 318, 326.
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an absolute garnishment order, (2) a landlord's levied distress for rent, (3) a
vendor's claim under a hire-purchase agreement, and (4) unsecured debts
entitled to a preference on winding-up. 9 The fixed charge portion of the
debenture, it should be noted, is not subject to such preferences.
The trustee's powers to sell property subject to charges and to appoint a
receiver may be exercised if either (a) the debenture, or trust deed, as the case
may be, states such powers, or (b) a court order obtained in a "debenture
holder's action" so provides.
Notice of appointment of a receiver must be entered in the Companies
Register, and subsequent to the date of such entry, the borrower can deal with
its assets only with the consent of the receiver.
In addition to checking the form of the debenture mortgage, foreign
lender's counsel should be aware of a number of other legal considerations in
verifying the validity of the mortgage, or fixed charge.
The most important single legislative enactment bearing on the validity of a
mortgage in Nigeria is the Land Use Decree, 1978.60 The Decree's principal
effect is to vest title to all land in each Nigerian state in the Military Governor
of that state.' Administration of urban areas remains with the governors,
while administration of all other land is delegated to the local government
within whose jurisdiction the land is located. 2 With respect to all land, urban
or otherwise, the Governor is empowered, inter alia, to grant "statutory
rights of occupancy," 6 3 and with respect to nonurban land, local govern-
ments are authorized to grant "customary rights of occupancy." 6 Statutory
rights of occupancy are evidenced by certificates issued by the Governor.6
The occupier enjoys exclusive rights to the land, subject only to the rights of
the Governor,66 including the right with the prior permission of the Governor
to transfer, assign or mortgage any improvements on the land. 7 Rights of
occupancy themselves cannot be mortgaged without the consent, in the case
of customary rights, of the Governor or local government,6" or, in the case of
statutory rights, of the Governor. 9
The Governor is empowered to revoke a right of occupancy for "overrid-
ing public interest," which in the case of a statutory right means, inter alia,
(1) the mortgaging of the right contrary to the Decree or its regulations or
"OROJO, supra note 53 at 243.
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(2) local, state or federal government need for the land for "public pur-
poses,"" or for breach of any provision which a certificate actually contains
or is deemed by section 10 of the Land Use Decree to contain."'
Compensation is payable in the event of revocation unless the revocation is
based on section 28(2)(a) (unauthorized transfer or mortgaging of statutory
right) or section 28(3)(d) (unauthorized transfer or mortgaging of a custom-
ary right)." The law specifically provides, however, that no court has "juris-
diction to inquire into ... the amount or adequacy of any compensation
paid ... under [the] Decree."' 3
This provision, it may be pointed out, appears to preclude invocation by a
private party of section 3 of the Petitions of Right Act, 1915,'" which autho-
rizes actions by private entities against the government-whether federal or
state-in respect of "cases where land, goods or money of an individual had
found their way into the hands of the [Government] and the purpose of the
claim was for restitution or monetary compensation.""
Just as the Land Use Decree imposes certain federal government restric-
tions on the encumbering of real property in Nigeria, so each state has its own
legislation which applies to alienation and mortgaging.
Representative is the Property and Conveyancing Act of Bendel State. 6
While the Bendel Act, as a descendant of the English Law of Property Act
and the English Charges Act (both passed in 1925)" does not depart radically
from principles of real estate law familiar to American counsel, it does con-
tain provisions of which counsel should be particularly aware in verifying
that a secured lender's position has been fully protected.
As background, it must be recognized that under the property law of the
majority of Nigerian states, as opposed to the "lien theory" of mortgaging
prevalent in most American states,"




"L.F.N.L. 2859 (Cap. 149) (1958).
7"' [Where real property has been compulsorily acquired by the state, a petition of right lies to
recover it or to claim compensation in lieu thereof, provided that the taking of the property was
in itself lawful .... [Wlhere the taking of the property is wrongful in the sense that it has no legal
backing, a petition of right is inappropriate and does not lie." Ewelukwa, Suits By and Against
the State in Nigeria, THE BARRISTER (Lagos), v. I no. 3 at 25 (April 1972).
765 LAWS OF BENDEL STATE OF NIGERIA [L.B.S.N.] 2919, ch. 129 [hereinafter, cited as Convey-
ancing Act].
"Law of Property Act, 15 & 16 Geo. 5, cap. 20 (1925), especially Part III, "Mortgages".
Charges Act, 15 & 16 Geo. 5, cap. 22 (1925). Both laws appear in 27 HALISBURY, LAWS OF
ENGLAND (3d ed.)
7"See, e.g., KRATOVIL, REAL ESTATE LAW, 206 (5th ed. 1969):
The relatively recent view that the mortgage is not really a conveyance of land but only a lien,
has reached its fullest development in the agricultural and western states. Certain states, called
title theory states, still take the older view that a mortgage gives the mortgagee some sort of
legal title to the land. In other states, called lien theory states, the view that the mortgagee has
the legal title is entirely superseded by the view that he has merely a lien to secure his debt.
Some states take a position midway between these two views. These are called intermediate
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[a] mortgage security consists in the ownership of the land by the lender (mortgag-
ee). A mortgage is thus a conveyance of the ownership of land from the borrower to
the lender. While it lasts, it is an absolute conveyance, in the sense that it vests in the
lender the legal title to the borrower's interest in the property without any self-
operating condition of defeasance. 9
Consequently, references in the Conveyancing Act to "conveyances" must
be understood to apply to mortgage transactions.
For example, the Conveyancing Act states that "a conveyance of land shall
be deemed to include . . . all buildings, erections, fixtures and advantages
whatsoever appertaining or reputed to appertain to the land at the time of
conveyance." 8 This provision, however, is subject to the condition that a
conveyance can not pass to a transferee "better title than could have been
conveyed to him by the conveying parties." 8 Nevertheless, the general rule in
Nigerian land law is that, in accordance with common law maxim quic quid
plantatur solo solo cedit all new buildings or other constructions on mort-
gaged property are subject to the title mortgaged.
A similar problem is created by Nigerian customary, or tribal, land holding
practices. Under pre-Land Use Decree customary law, a holder of land could
give it in pledge to a lender, with the lender enjoying rights of use and occu-
pancy. 2 Since under certain circumstances pledgee occupation can continue
over substantial periods of time, uncertainties can arise as to actual owner-
ship of land so pledged prior to enactment of the Decree:
The real danger [resulting from] the right of the pledgor to redeem in perpetuity is
the tendency of long lapse of time to obscure the nature of the original transaction
in the absence of a written record. Long possession is apt to induce in the pledgee's
family a belief that the land must have been occupied by the family from time
immemorial and that as such they are the owners."
Additionally, there can be no assumption that improvements on land have
not been constructed by a pledgee and may not, therefore, be subject to
destruction or removal by him:
Whether the improvements were made with permission or not, they belong to the
pledgee. [Tihe pledgee's title to such improvements gives him no right to remain in
occupation of the land after payment of the loan [ ... but it does ... ] entitle him
to remove or destroy them."
states. It is not possible, however, to draw any hard and fast line between these groups of
states, since vestiges of title theory will be found in lien theory states, and many title theory
states have adopted rules developed by lien theory courts. The differences in point of view are
of importance in determining the mortgagee's rights with respect to possession and rents of the
mortgaged property.
'NWABUEZE, NIGERIAN LAND LAW 286 (1970) [hereinafter cited as NWABUEZE].
'
0 Conveyancing Act, supra note 76 at § 87(l).
'Id. § 87(4).
'"NwABUEZE, supra note 79 at 276; "[A] loan secured upon land cannot be a pledge unless the
pledgee is let into possession of the land at the time of the transaction." "The main benefit
conferred by a pledgee is the right to exploit the land and enjoy its profits"; Id. at 277.
"Id. at 282.
:Id. at 283.
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Again, therefore, it is incumbent upon lenders' counsel to have title care-
fully searched prior to disbursement.
Such searching is not the relatively routine matter it might be in, for exam-
ple, the United States. Land tenure and title registration in Nigeria are com-
plex matters," and title insurance is unavailable. In addition, members of the
Nigerian bar are not bonded, and malpractice litigation against local counsel
who has improperly "certified" title is an unattractive prospect. Under these
circumstances the lender can best protect itself by requiring local counsel to
supply a detailed abstract of title and-ideally-by having the title search and
abstract reviewed independently by a second local attorney.86
While mortgages, pursuant to section 119 of the Conveyancing Act, rank
according to date of registration under the relevant state land instruments
registration law,8" it must also be noted that a mere check of existing balances
under prior mortgages will not necessarily define the extent to which the
prospective mortgagee is subordinated to others' claims. This results from a
provision of the Conveyancing Act which states:
(1) After the commencement of this Law, a prior mortgagee shall have a right to
make further advances to rank in priority to subsequent mortgages (whether legal
or equitable)-
(a) if an arrangement has been made to that effect with the subsequent mort-
gagees; or
(b) if he had no notice of such subsequent mortgages at the time when the further
advance was made by him; or
(c) whether or not he had such notice as aforesaid, where the mortgage imposes
an obligation on him to make such further advances.
This subsection applies whether or not the prior mortgage was made expressly for
securing further advances.88 (Emphasis added.)
"See, e.g., NWABUEZE, supra note 79 at ch. 2, Allodial and Communal Character of Owner-
ship of Land in Nigerian Law, and ch. 5, The Quality of Tenure, concerning customary and
statutory tenure systems and problems of title verification resulting from customary tenure
practices and attempts to convert customary tenure to statutory.
"Local counsel's compensation with respect to the rendition of legal advice is, of course,
negotiable. Counsel's compensation for the preparation and filing of mortgages is governed by
section 10(3) of the Legal Practitioners Act L.R.F.N. A393 (1962), L.R.F.N. A393 § 0 and by
Legal Practitioners (Remuneration for Conveyancing Matters) Order, 1971, § (1), which speci-
fies remuneration "as prescribed by Scale I" of the Order. Scale I, in turn, specifies a fee of .3
percent for "investigating title to freehold or leasehold property and preparing and completing
mortgage." Section 5 of the Order, however, states that "In all cases to which the remuneration
prescribed in Scales I and II would but for this section be chargeable, a legal practitioner may
before undertaking any business, by writing under his hand communicated to the client elect that
his remuneration shall be in accordance with Scale Ill." Scale Ill recites that the fee may be
"Such sums as may be fair and reasonable, having regard to all the circumstances of the case and
in particular to certain enumerated criteria." In sum, then, all legal fees in connection with the
mortgage transactions are negotiable.
"For Lagos State, Land Instruments Registration Law, 3 LAWS OF LAGOS STATE OF NIGERIA
(L.L.S.N.) 627 (Cap. 64).
"Conveyancing Act, supra note 76, at § 116(1).
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Registration, it should be noted, cannot be obtained without presenting
evidence of: (1) approval by the government of the state within which the
collateral is located (which commonly takes six to twelve months to obtain);
(2) production of receipts showing payment of all rates and taxes due on the
collateral property; (3) a certificate attesting the payment by the mortgagor
of all income taxes for the preceding three years; and (4) a certification of
compliance with the 1977 Act from the Enterprises Promotion Board.
Whether or not it is so stated in the mortgage, statutes give the mortgagee
certain powers, including the power to "sell the mortgaged property," to
"insure . . . any holding or . . . property of an insurable nature" on the
mortgaged property, and to "appoint a receiver of the income of the mort-
gaged property." 89 None of these powers, however, is unconditional. The
power of sale cannot be exercised unless and until
(i) Notice requiring payment of the mortgage money has been served on the
mortgagor or one of two or more mortgagors, and default has been made in
payment of the mortgage money, or of part thereof, for three months after
such service; or
(ii) Some interest under the mortgage is in arrears and unpaid for two months after
becoming due; or
(iii) There has been a breach of some provision contained in the mortgage deed or
in this Law, or in an enactment replaced by this Law, and on the part of the
mortgagor, or of some person concurring in making the mortgage, to be ob-
served or performed, other than and besides a covenant for payment of the
mortgage money or interest thereon.9"
If the power is exercised improperly or irregularly, the mortgage is liable in
damages to anyone harmed by such exercise.9' It should be noted in particu-
lar that even if the power of sale is exercised by virtue of a provision of the
mortgage, rather than on the basis of the Conveyancing Act, it is a condition
for a valid exercise of the power that payment of the debt must have become
due and default made after demand. Any sale before the debt has become due
is wrongful.' 2
Moreover, demand for payment can only be made after the debt becomes
due93 and must in fact be demand for payment, and not merely notice of
intention to sell.94
The power to insure is also restricted in that, while "loss-payable" ar-
rangements are statutorily sanctioned,9 5 unless the mortgage instrument spe-
"Id. § 123(1).
-Id. § 125.
" Id. § 126; See also NWABUEZE, supra note 79 at 294: "[Tlhe mortgagee is liable in damages to
the mortgagor for ... wrongful sale."
'
2 NWABUEZE supra note 79 at 291.
"Id. at 292.
14Id. at 293: Notice of intent to sell is not a statutory precondition to exercise of the power of
sale.
"Conveyancing Act supra note 76, at § 130(4).
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cifically provides a higher figure, the amount of coverage may not exceed
two-thirds of the replacement value of the insured property. 6
Similarly, the power to appoint a receiver is limited in that it may not be
exercised until after the mortgagee has become entitled to exercise the power
of sale." Moreover, funds collected by the receiver must be utilized to dis-
charge all (i) rents and taxes, (ii) principal and interest due on senior obliga-
tions and (iii) receiver's commissions and insurance premiums before any
payment can be made of interest or principal secured by the mortgage.98
It also should be noted that if the real collateral is a leasehold, the lender
must verify that the lease has been duly registered with the Registry of Deeds
(or Lands Registry) of the state within which the demised premises are lo-
cated, and that it has been approved by the Land Use Allocation Board of
that jurisdiction. Additionally, some states prescribe a maximum term for
leases where the lessee is other than a wholly Nigerian-owned entity-the
lender may therefore want to verify that the lease term is at least as long as the
mortgage term.99
Finally, the lender should be aware that, assuming its loan agreement con-
tains a submission-to-jurisdiction clause entitling it to bring an action on the
debt against the borrower in jurisdictions other than Nigeria, judgments ob-
tained as a result of such actions should be enforceable in Nigeria. The lead-
ing Nigerian case on the issue of enforcement of foreign money judgments
and awards, a suit for enforcement of an arbitral award rendered in New
York against a citizen of Nigeria, in rejecting the plaintiffs' application for
enforcement of the award on the ground that it had not been rendered en-
forceable by court order, nonetheless held, with respect to foreign judg-
ments:
By Section 6 of the [English Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Act,
1933] it is enacted that no separate action shall be entertained in the United
Kingdom for the recovery of a sum due under a foreign judgment that is capable of
registration. Thus enforcement of a registrable judgment must take the form of
registration followed by execution. Immediately a foreign judgment is registered in
a particular court, it becomes the judgment of that court for which execution could
issue. Not all cases of foreign judgments come within the Act. A successful litigant
may take advantage of a foreign judgment to which no statute is applicable by suing
upon the obligation created by the foreign judgment or he may plead the judgment
as res judicata in any proceedings which raise the same issue. Foreign arbitral
awards are put on the same footing as foreign judgments. . . . [In that Section 3(1)
of the Nigerian Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Act, 1960,] is equiva-
lent to s.6 of the English Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Act, 1933,
[ . . . one may conclude that . . . I since no order in council has been made . . .
"Id. § 130(I).
"'Id. § 131(8).98jd. § 131(8).
' The current maximum permissible lease term in Lagos State, for example, is 25 years; regula-
tions 2(b) and 4(a), Acquisition of Lands by Aliens Regulations, 1971, L.L.S.N.
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under s.3(l) . . . reciting that reciprocal provisions have been made for the enforce-
ment in New York of judgments given in the superior courts of Nigeria and specify-
ing the courts of New York which shall be deemed to be superior courts for the
purposes of that statute, judgments obtained in New York cannot be registered and
consequently such judgments can be enforced by proceedings in the courts of Nige-
ria for the recovery of the money payable under such judgments.' 0
V. Conclusion
The foregoing discussion is intended not as a definitive description of all
steps which it would be necessary for a foreign lender to take in order to
properly execute a secured loan transaction in Nigeria. Rather it surveys the
major bodies of Nigerian legislation and major features of real property law,
whether based on customary law, English common law or contemporary
Nigerian statutes, of which such a lender should be aware. With the exercise
of due care and diligence on the part of lender's counsel to insure compliance
with the requirements of legislation such as the Exchange Control Act of
1962, and the Land Use Decree of 1978, and to utilize the advantages con-
ferred on a mortgagee by English-derived debenture law and by the Convey-
ancing Act, prospects for successful secured lending in Nigeria are good.
0
'Edokpozor v. Alfred C. Toepher, Inc. of New York, I Afr. L. Rep. 322 328,322-33 (1964).
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
Information Required for Application for
Nonresident Capital Investment
Definitions
(a) "Nonresident" includes any person who holds a nonresident banking ac-
count in Nigeria, or who would be unable to open a Resident Account in
Nigeria under the Exchange Control Regulations in force.
(b) "Foreign Currency" includes any currency other than Nigerian Currency
and any Nigerian Currency held otherwise than in a Resident Account in
Nigeria.
1. Give details of:
(a) Proposed capital structure of Company (distinguish between loan, deben-
ture, preference and ordinary);




giving names and permanent residential addresses together with
amounts and categories in (a) and reasons for the nonresidents' partici-
pation;
(d) method of subscription i.e., by cash, machinery, raw materials, semi-
finished goods, provision of patented processes, technical services, etc.
2. If any of the subscriptions to the capital is a firm, company or corporation
(resident and nonresident), it should be made clear where the voting control of that
firm, etc., lies.
3. Describe fully the objects of the company:
(a) in the initial stages;
(b) at a later date (if different from (a)).
4. Will the initial investment require to be increased by the provision of additional
finance, either as share or loan capital or overdraft facilities:
(a) immediately, or
(b) within the foreseeable future
5. If any investment is being made by the establishment of a branch or through an
existing branch (and not a company), full particulars should be given including the
amount of any initial cash transfer required to capitalize it and the manner in which it
will trade and maintain itself.
6. State as fully as possible the anticipated benefits to the economy of Nigeria, e.g.:
(a) Increase of exports or saving of imports
(b) Creation of new industry, introduction of new technical processes, know-
how, etc.
(c) Increase in employment of local labour
7. If any expenditure is expected to occur in foreign currency, e.g., in respect of the
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payment of royalties, service charges, wages of foreign personnel, etc., details should
be given.
8. Give any other information or comments which you consider may be helpful in
connection with this application, e.g., estimated number of expatriate staff, etc.
9. Capital raised in the following manner will not be eligible for grant of "Ap-
proved Status."
(a) Internally generated funds, e.g., profits, rent, dividends and locally raised
loans or bank credits used for the purpose of reinvestment in local en-
terprises. In the case of enterprises promoted with both external and local
funds, profits, dividends, rents, etc., generated therefore will continue to be
eligible for grant of "Approved Status" proportionate to the element of
foreign capital in the enterprise.
10. Where subscriptions to Nigerian securities are made in kind, e.g., by a supply of
materials of equipments in consideration for shares alloted, the application for grant
of "Approved Status" on such investment must be supported by a certificate from the
suppliers or manufacturers stating the ex-factory cost of the machinery semi-manufac-
tured goods and/or raw materials and the freight and insurance costs.
11. In addition to the requirements stipulated above, Authorized Dealers are
hereby warned that repatriation of management fees, technical fees, directors fees and
the like are no longer automatic. Approval will be given by the Central Bank of Nigeria
in respect of applicants to repatriate such funds in the light of the merits of individual
cases. In this respect, Nigeria values its past record of fair treatment of applications for
repatriation it has earned in this field.
12. Applications for grant of Approved Status should be submitted to the Federal
Ministry of Finance, Lagos, by letter accompanied by full information of the pro-
posed investment. Answers to this questionnaire will be required to be submitted to the
Ministry in duplicate and copies of the questionnaire may be obtained from the Minis-
try as required.
13. Applications for approved status should also be submitted with two copies of
each of the following:
(i) Certificate of registration
(ii) Business permit and expatriate quota
(iii) Memorandum and Article of Association of the Company

